
 
 
 
 

Book a presentation or organize an event!  
Beyond a child’s dream 

From simple beginnings to a successful NPO  
that is now impacting the lives of 100’s of Congolese children 

 

   
 
My name is Claudia Doron, founder and project manager of River of Hope, a small NPO registered in Switzerland. 
Me and my team kicked-off the project in Congo in 2010 without a cent and  2 suitcases filled with 46kg of football 
material outside Kinshasa in DR Congo.  
 

River of Hope’s founding was sparked by the work of Nathaniel Doron, a Holocaust Survivor, a former UN Official 
and Diplomat, and our Honorary President, who dedicated his life to fighting poverty, famine and AIDS across 
the globe. In his relentless engagement, he positively touched the lives of thousands of children and adults in 
the most needing parts of Africa, Asia & Latin America. He sadly passed away in July 2019 in Israel, but as he 
continues to inspire us with his smile, compassion and devotion to making this world a little better, one small 
step at a time, we will follow in his footsteps and continue the work we started together. 
 

In December 2012, we purchased in Selo, Kasangulu, Bas Congo, in the outskirts of Kinshasa, 4ha land. In Spring 
2013 we could straight away start the construction of the center "Talal Mosika" thanks to all the sponsors and 
foundations. It is hard to believe that in fall 2015, just after 2 1/2 years we inaugurated our 7th building & 2 
converted containers. In order to stimulate the local economy with a micro-economic approach and to achieve 
sustainability we needed to take many points into consideration (poverty, hunger, health, education, gender 
equality, clean water, renewable energy, economic growth, infrastructure, etc.) In order to implement a holistic 
approach, we have also analyzed what the 17 UN Sustainable Development Goals from the Agenda 2030 mean 
to us. We observe and adapted on an ongoing basis. 
 

   
 

Please contact us to schedule a presentation, book a company fundraising activity, or similar types of events. 
 
 

Claudia Doron  
empowering people in motion 

 
 

 
 

 

Claudia Doron       I       River of Hope       I        www.ariverofhope.org  /  www.epm-global.ch       I        info@ariverofhope.org     


